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Labor in America: A HistoryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The contours and content of this book have evolved in response to the experiences of

	American workers and their organizations as they have played out over the course of

	the last 70 years. When Foster Rhea Dulles began drafting the first edition of this

	textbook after World War II, the American labor movement was ascendant, benefiting...
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JAVA DESIGN PATTERNSIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	If a problem occurs over and over again, a solution to that problem has been used

	effectively. That solution is described as a pattern. The design patterns are languageindependent

	strategies for solving common object-oriented design problems. When you

	make a design, you should know the names of some common solutions. Learning design...
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Python Data Structures and Algorithms: Improve application performance with graphs, stacks, and queuesPackt Publishing, 2017

	
		Implement classic and functional data structures and algorithms using Python

	
		Key Features

		
			A step by step guide, which will provide you with a thorough discussion on the analysis and design of fundamental Python data structures.
	
			Get a better understanding of advanced Python...
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Essential Oils 101: Your Guide to Understanding and Using Essential OilsAdams Media, 2017

	Learn the effective, natural way to care for your family and home!

	

	From clary sage and eucalyptus to lavender and ylang ylang, essential oils are safe, environmental alternatives to traditional medicine and home-care products. But where do you start?

	

	Inside, you'll find detailed profiles that...
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A Practical Approach to Compiler Construction (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2017

	This book provides a practically-oriented introduction to high-level programming language implementation. It demystifies what goes on within a compiler and stimulates the reader's interest in compiler design, an essential aspect of computer science. Programming language analysis and translation techniques are used in many software...
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A Concise History of World PopulationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	The latest edition of this classic text has been updated to reflect current trends and implications for future demographic developments. The areas of Africa, international migration and population and environment have been strengthened and statistical information has been updated throughout.

	
		A new edition of this classic...
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Embedded Systems Architecture for Agile Development: A Layers-Based ModelApress, 2017

	
		
			Utilize a new layers-based development model for embedded systems using Agile techniques for software architecture and management. Firmware is comprised of both hardware and software, but the applicability of Agile in embedded systems development is new. This book provides a step-by-step process showing how this is...
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JavaScript: Object-Oriented ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2017

	It may seem that everything that needs to be written about JavaScript has already

	been written. However, JavaScript is changing rapidly. ECMAScript 6 has the

	potential to transform the language and how we code in it. Node.js has changed

	the way we write servers in JavaScript. Newer ideas such as React and Flux will

	drive the next...
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Healing Herbs: How to Grow, Store, and Maximize Their Medicinal PowerSkyhorse Publishing, 2017

	Dig into the world of herbal medicine with this complete guide to cultivating and harvesting plants with healing properties. For thousands of years, people have been utilizing herbs and cultivating weeds found to speed the healing of wounds, soothe skin irritations, calm uneasy stomachs, and ward off illnesses. In these pages, you’ll...
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C# 7.0 All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2017

	Sharpen your knowledge of C#


	C# know-how is a must if you want to be a professional Microsoft developer. It's also good to know a little C# if you're building tools for the web, mobile apps, or other development tasks. C# 7.0 All-in-One For Dummies offers a deep dive into C# for coders still learning the...
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